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Science

is often used

aC

trial when

governmenCal entities and/or

officers are sued in an anest-related death, or are involved in a
criminal prosecution. The United States Supreme Court held in
Daubert v. Merrill Dow Pharmacguticals. Inc. that, to determine
scienrific reliabiliry of research srudies and/or data that are
inUoduced at rrial, the following five factors need to be considered
by the Trier of Fact:
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Empirical testing;
Subjeccedtopeerreview andpublicacion;

Known or potenrial error rate;
Whether there are standards controlling the technique's
operarions;and,

.

Whether the theory and technique is generally acceptedby
a relevant scientific communiry (Daubert v. Merrill Dow
Pharmaceuticals,Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993)).

When thinking about laying a scientific foundation at rrial, the
officer's incident report is often not considered to be scientific. This
is incorrect because an officer's incident report is a qualitative,
phenomenological reporr. Leedy and Ormrod (2001) noted that "in
its broadest sensq the term phenomenologl refers Eo a person's
percepCion of the meaning of an event, as opposed to the event as it
exists external to the person" (p. 153). Cressweli (1994) wrote that
phenomenoiogy is'tnderstanding the 'iived experiences'" (p' l2).

When an arrest-related death occurs, the Medical Examiner,
Judge, and/or jury were not present so they must rely YPon
incident reports written by those who 'lived or observed the
experience." Therefore, incident reports become ciassified as
phinomenological reports, because they grve first-hand
obsewation about what cook place before, during, and afcer the
sfmggle. In some cases, incident reports also provide analysis
and interpretation of what had occurred berween the suspect
and the officer, or among the suspect and the officers. Incident
reports help ochers, such as a Medical Examiner and/or a Judge
und jury "[attempt] to understand people's- perceptions,
perspecrives, and understandings. of a particular siruacion"
(Leedy {s Ormrod, 2001, p. 153).

Can the report be validated by other independent reports?

In summary, law enforcement officers'incident reports are often
foundational documents attorneys can use to b.gto laying a
scienrific foundation at rrial, and need to be thought of as a
*lived an#or observed
phenomenological document. These
ixperience- reports are qualitative in nature, and are aiso ofcen
used by scholars performing qualitarive research. Incident
reports contain descriptions and data about the 'lived'
experience" that involved the. officer and rhe suspecl
Phenomenology is one qualitative tesearch methodology that is
often used by expert wirnesses and others, such as Meciical
Examiners, at trial. Too often officers' incident reports arc only
considered documents used to heip educate medical examiners
and others about events. However, when it is rightly classified a
producr of qualitarive research rhar can be used ro help lay a
icientific foundation at trial, suddenly the incident repoft gets

(p.202).

the significance that

Fighcing wirh a suspect or susPects is a "lived experience" and
therefore, the officeCs incident report qualifies as a
phenomenoiogical report, which can be used at rrial to- !^y u
icientific foundation Reynard (1998) suggests the followrng
questions be asked to determine if the reports are sound:
o ls rhe report firsthand?

'

and Roberson (2009) written communication is critical in law
enforcement and is often taken for gtanted, Officers need to
revise their incident reports until they contain sufficient and
necessary information to in-form others accurately and hcnestly
about an event in which they were invoived. Understanding the
additional role of incident reports as phenomenological reports
should make first line supervisors and officers motivaced to
write better, more complece and more accurate descriptions
about the event and their observauions.

.
o

Where was the observer?

o
o

ls the report internaily consistent?

Did the parricipant have a reason to give false or biased
information?

Providing answers to these questions is straightforward, as the
officer who was involved in the arrest-related death confrontation is
reporting firsthand, and was the observer. (S)He was involved in the
aliercation, so it is a "lived experience." The officer has no reason to
provide false or biased informarion, because the arrest-related death
incident will be investigated by others within or outside his or her
agency. The invesrigarive reporrs will heiq c9 ryo_rnde internal
consiitency about the officer's report, and will also help to validate
the officer's incident report.
The importance of accuracy and choroughness cannot be overstated'
First line supervisors must be diligent and reject those incident
reports that are vague and poorly written. As highlighted by Wallace

it

deserves.
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